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Abstract: Existing ultrasonic manipulation devices capable of pushing
particles to a surface (“quarter-wave” devices) have significant potential in
sensor applications. A configuration for achieving this that uses the first
thickness resonance of a layered structure with both a thin reflector layer and
thin-fluid layer is described here. Crucially, this mode is efficient with lossy
reflector materials such as polymers, produces a more uniform acoustic radiation force at the reflector, and is less sensitive to geometric variations than
previously described quarter-wave devices. This design is thus expected to be
suitable for mass produced, disposable devices.
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1. Introduction
Previous literature has described two major classes of planar acoustic particle manipulation
devices.
(a)
(b)

Those where the dominant resonance is in the fluid layer, leading to agglomeration at one
or more pressure nodes within the fluid layer (Hawkes and Coakley, 2001).
Those where a resonant reflector layer provides a pressure release boundary condition,
causing the agglomeration position to occur at a pressure node close to the fluid/reflector
interface (Hill, 2003; Hawkes et al., 2004). These devices typically have fluid-layer thickness close to  / 4 and reflector thicknesses n / 2, and are often referred to as “quarterwave devices.” Quarter-wave devices with no reflector are postulated by Hawkes et al.
(2002). In their notation, the (non-quarter-wave) device described here is close to “000,”
i.e., the carrier, fluid, and reflector layers are all vanishingly thin.

Quarter-wave devices have potential application in sensor technology when combined
with surface immunoassays, as the acoustic radiation forces can be used to drive particles of
interest, such as bacterial spores (Hawkes et al., 2004; Martin et al., 2005), to an antibody
coated sensor surface. Quarter-wave designs have several limitations when used in these applications:
In a conventional design, the radiation force at the fluid/reflector boundary tends to
zero. This constraint can be avoided by modifying layer thicknesses (Glynne-Jones et al., 2009);
however, it has been observed both in models, and experimentally, that the proximity of the
pressure node to the interface can lead to a significantly non-uniform force at the interface. This
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Fig. 1. Thin-reflector device design, showing a cross section across the fluid channel. Particles are driven toward the
boundary between the reflector layer and fluid layer.

occurs because lateral variations in the acoustic resonance can distort the expected position of
the pressure node sufficiently to cause the node position to be in the reflector in some places and
in the fluid in others; thus a particle at the reflector may experience forces either toward or away
from the reflector in a single device. Also, this trade-off can cause a pressure anti-node to occur
in the channel near the carrier layer, which means that particles near the carrier layer will be
driven away from the reflector. In applications where it is required to drive a particle positively
onto the reflector surface this limits the effectiveness of such a device.
The resonant nature of the reflector layer in these designs means that a material with a
high Q-factor, such as glass, is usually employed [though designs with polymer layers have
been previously reported (Gonzalez et al., 2008)]. In cell-based applications this can lead to
significant adhesion if the surface is left untreated. The devices are also sensitive to variations in
the layer thicknesses (Townsend et al., 2008).
The authors describe here a new thin-reflector (and thin-fluid) arrangement, shown in
Fig. 1, which overcomes the above constraints. It operates at the first thickness resonance of a
composite structure consisting of the following layers: transducer (typically lead zirconate titanate, PZT), an optional carrier layer that serves to isolate the transducer from the fluid layer, a
fluid layer, and a reflector layer. This leads to pressure nodes at only the air boundaries of the
device. By making both the reflector layer and fluid layers much less than a wavelength in
thickness, it is found that particles in all parts of the fluid channel are attracted toward the
fluid/reflector layer boundary. This configuration has not, to the authors’ knowledge, been previously described in a planar manipulation device.
This arrangement also has the advantage that the reflector layer can be thin enough to
be compatible with high numerical aperture microscope objectives: important in applications
such as bio-sensing and cell handling.
In the modeling below the acoustic radiation force on a particle at points within the
fluid is calculated from the following equations derived by Gor’kov (Gor’kov, 1962).
The acoustic radiation force (a time averaged quantity) is given by
具F共r兲典 = − ⵜ具共r兲典,

共1兲

where the force potential 具共r兲典 is given by
具共r兲典 = − V
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Table 1. Thin-reflector device dimensions and material properties used in finite element modeling.

Layer

Thickness as
a fraction
of acoustic
wavelength
at
f = 1.20
Thickness
MHz
共m兲

Transducer

1000

0.27

Carrier layer

104

0.06

Fluid
Reflector

120
104

0.10
0.06

Model parameters

Material
PZT-26
共Ferroperm兲
Cellulose
acetate
Water
Cellulose
acetate

Density
共kg/ m3兲

Speed of Young’s
sound
modulus Poisson’s
共m / s2兲
共GPa兲
ratio
Q -factor

Properties as per manufacturer datasheet

100

1435

2000

4.38

0.29

30

1000

1480

¯
As above

¯

30

Here  is the ratio of particle density to fluid density,  is the ratio of speed of sound in
the particle to that in the fluid, V is the particle volume, and 具Ēkin共r兲典 and 具Ēpot共r兲典 are the time
averaged kinetic and potential energy densities of the sound wave in the fluid.
2. Design, modeling, and results
Whereas the final reflector layer in conventional manipulation devices must have a well controlled thickness to create the necessary boundary conditions for the fluid layer, the final layer in
this design can be vanishingly small, and as such the overall acoustic response is not as sensitive
to variations in its thickness (a future paper will discuss this in more detail). For clarity, although its function is no longer primarily as a reflector, this layer will continue to be described
as “the reflector layer” in this letter.
Table 1 lists the key layer thicknesses, along with the layer thickness as a proportion of
the acoustic wavelength in that material at resonance—it is interesting to note how small this
proportion is for the fluid and reflector layers. The channel outline was formed by cutting a slot
of width 3 mm and length 18 mm into a strip of adhesive transfer tape (3M, 926ATG). This was
sandwiched between two squares of cellulose acetate, with fluidic ports at the end of the channel formed by holes in the cellulose acetate. The transducer was a 1 mm thick rectangle 共8
⫻ 6 mm2兲 of PZT26 (Ferroperm piezoceramics), and was coupled to the channel with a water
soluble ultrasonic coupling gel (Tensive, Parker Laboratories).
The modeled acoustic pressure is distributed across the device as shown in Fig. 2(a).
The graph is for an excitation of 10 Vpp at the model’s resonance frequency of 1.20 MHz. The
pressure distribution is calculated using the ANSYS finite element package: The model is essentially one-dimensional, and consists of a strip of elements with boundary conditions to mimic
an infinite plain. Table 1 includes the materials data used in the model. Elements capable of
modeling both the piezoelectric response to an applied harmonic voltage, and the acoustic/
structural interactions are used. The model includes a 10 µm thick gel layer (modeled with the
properties of water) between the transducer and carrier layer.
The modeled acoustic radiation force profile on a 10 µm diameter polystyrene bead is
shown in Fig. 2(b). It can be seen that at all positions across the channel, there is a force toward
the reflector. The magnitude of this force is subject to a large modeling error, as it depends on
the damping in the device (results here are for Q-factors of 100 for the transducer and 30 for
subsequent layers), which have been only roughly estimated, and must include corrections to
allow for non-parallelisms in the device (Gröschl, 1998).
The electrical input impedance of the assembled device is shown in Fig. 3, where it is
compared to the modeled impedance. It can be seen that the actual device exhibits a number of
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Fig. 2. 共a兲 Acoustic pressure amplitude through the thickness of the device modeled using finite element analysis and
共b兲 acoustic radiation force in the fluid layer on a 10 m bead polystyrene bead with a drive voltage of 10 Vpp. The
positive force indicates a force toward the reflector.

resonances not modeled by the one-dimensional model; it is anticipated that these correspond to
lateral acoustic resonances in the transducer. The mode of interest in the device has an impedance minimum at 1.179 MHz. Given the estimated nature of the speed of sound in the reflector
and carrier layers 共2000 m s−1兲 and thickness of the gel layer, this is reasonably close to the
modeled minimum at 1.20 MHz.
To test the device, a dilute solution 共7.5⫻ 105 beads/ ml兲 of polystyrene microspheres
of diameter 10 µm (Polysciences Inc., Fluoresbrite microspheres No. 19096) was flowed
through the device driven by a syringe micropump at an average velocity of 1 mm s−1. The
transducer was driven directly from a signal generator (TTi TG1304) with a sine-wave of frequency 1.179 MHz and amplitude 10 Vpp. Under these conditions all the beads passing through
the device came into contact with the reflector, many of them sticking to it (this was verified
visually with a microscope; all free beads could be observed within a single focal plane, and
seen moving between and colliding with beads adhered to the reflector surface thus confirming
their close proximity to the surface).
To assess the efficiency of the device the acoustic radiation force was balanced against
the buoyant weight of the bead (Martin et al., 2005). It was found that the region showing the
strongest forces (lateral variations in acoustic force were apparent) would balance a bead at a
voltage of 1.79 V. Since the force on a bead is proportional to the square of applied voltage, it
can be deduced that at 10 Vpp drive there is a maximum force of 8.8 pN on the bead. This is
close to the value predicted by the model [see Fig. 2(b)].

Fig. 3. Device electrical input impedance as measured and modeled. The mode of interest, with a minimum at 1.179
MHz in the model, is seen.
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3. Conclusions
The thin-reflector design successfully manipulates particles into contact with the reflector. In
contrast to a quarter-wave design the force at the surface is reliably positive, and less sensitive to
small variations in reflector- and fluid-layer thicknesses. The device can be constructed from
lossy materials such as plastics, potentially useful for disposable devices, and those where the
surface chemistry of glass is unsuitable.
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